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I’ve no idea what “Spurious Purple” means.
The colour and mood of the title just seemed to fit 2016 the same way “curious
yellow” and “curious blue” fitted ‘60s colour and mood.
Beginning as ‘50s collective painting sketched as an international mural of
abstract left-bank existentialisms.
Then a collective falling out as one individual’s figurative cartoon became
another’s existential threat. The world turned upside down in 2016.
From All Fools’ Day to Leonard Cohen’s passing and confidence-man’s
masquerade on November 7

This e-Publication runs from first of April shot no. 000 to June 22 nd no. 033

Michael J Weller December 2016

Spurious Purple no. 000

MJ Weller’s SPURIOUS PURPLE is a series extending wellerverse poetics to a form of
numbered serial e-shots.
This e-shot (no. 000) is going out to a Bcc...list-serve of seventy-four random contact-list
email recipients on All Fools’ Day 2016.
If you don’t want to receive shots, or wish to suspend them at any time simply reply
‘SPURIOUS PURPLE CANCEL’ in the subject bar.
Drop in or out anytime.
If you

shots please share links.

One modest proposal of SPURIOUS PURPLE is to replicate regular diary entries and tear-off
paper calendar epigrams. Or reading twentieth-century Sunday Funnies or old-school daily
cartoon-strips — or onetime weekly comic papers’ spirited adventure serials in short-span
shots on an episodic basis -- in a 21c electronic savant-bardist Facebook update/tumblr
log/tweet/retweet/tweet trending/ha ha funny/funny peculiar/blogspotting/folders-full-ofMick sense.
Lost but not lost. Broken links sometimes mended.
A link to Spurious Purple serial shot no. 001 will be sent shortly.
Want to ask questions or make comments -- get in touch by email
info@homebakedbooks.co.uk
cheers
Mike
(HomeBaked Michael John Weller)

Spurious Purple
Monday April 4th 2016
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HomeBaked Michael John Weller April 4 2016

Spurious Purple
Emoticon found and analysed

serial shot no. 002
HomeBaked Michael John Weller April 7 2016

Spurious Purple
cul-de-qui issue
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HomeBaked Michael John Weller April 8 2016

Spurious Purple
No-confidence man: his masquerade (1)

By late 1992 Mike Weller had brought several comics and zines to Bob
Cobbing’s New River Project for printing. With Bob’s help he’d rediscovered
poetry and printed found text ‘Sortilege of Allotment’.
Mike Weller had been “Cobbled”.
“Why don’t you join the ALP and publish using your own imprint,” suggested
Bob.
Membership of the Association of Little Presses (ALP) and its frequent
bookfairs meant regular contact also with Jennifer Pike, Bill Griffiths and
Andrew Duncan. Both Jennifer and Bill thought Mike’s graphics livened ALP
newsletters. Griffiths sought Weller as visual collaborator for a few of his Amra
imprint publications.
Weller had written and performed poetry at Beckenham Arts Lab in the late
60s but not read in public since. The only poet in Weller’s narrative was his
cartoon character “Lawrie Libb” – fictional composite of white male liberal
wannabe laureates.
Years before Weller had heard Cobbing at Better Books readings and seen Jeff
Nuttall’s c(art)oon zines. Mike liked Writers Forum chapbooks. A scene he
imagined he’d always been part of.
The launch of verbi visi voco “a performance of poetry” -- 500th Writers Forum
publication – an anthology of WF and other associated little press submissions
since 1963 – seemed like an opportunity for Mike Weller to try performing
again for the first time since 1969 – after ‘verbivisivoco’ contributors who’d
turned up on the evening finished their own readings.

If not physically published in any little press titles – Weller’s concrete spirit had
been with Britain’s “revival” or “poetry renaissance”.
Within seconds of Weller’s reading, a chair scraped the floor. Eric Mottram,
poet, scholar, champion of Writers Forum and the British Poetry Revival stood
up shouting “I don’t have to sit here and listen to this crap!” and promptly
walked out the pub function-room. Mike’s newly found poetic confidence
disappeared as slowly as it arrived.
Weller, Cobbing, Pike, Griffiths and Nuttall were affected by Mottram’s
reaction, as other readers may also have been that night, provoking general
doubts about all ‘performance writing’.
Nuttall said to Weller “You’ve got the spirit”.
But what sort of spirit – a concrete one?
Text “visual associations” (2001) emerged from this 1992 experience:

Making a text like this and performing it seemed liberating.
It doesn’t anymore.

Performances that work on an imagined Somnambulance Special from
Beckenham Road to Addingcombe: Addingcombe to Beckenham Road return
ticket don’t necessarily work in real place and time.
So was Eric Mottram right in his judgement (along with Jennifer Cobbing’s and
Andrew Duncan’s later reservations about Weller’s performances)?
Bob Cobbing published Weller for Writers Forum in spite of Mottram and
criticism of low production values by Duncan –- confidence in his project
unbroken.
But even Bill Griffiths began interrupting Weller’s poetry readings, prioritising
the artist’s cartoon and illustrative work over his poetry, until Beowulf Cartoon,
which both Bill and Mike were happy with.
Since 2012 and publication of The Alchemist’s Mind (a book of narrative prose
by poets) from Reality Street, one or two poets in MJ’s newer narratives have
shaped into cartoon like “Mike Weller” of ‘Space Opera’.
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HomeBaked Michael John Weller April 11 2016
Weller by Becky Cremin

Spurious Purple
No-confidence man: his masquerade (2)

Series of continuity panels extracted and scanned from a page of Mike Weller’s
Space Opera no. 2 “Vampire Empire” (June 1997)

This is great fun. Scanning serial shots of fictional “Mike Weller” before MJ
wrote the character as slow fiction for another twenty years and more!

serial shot no. 005
HomeBaked Michael John Weller April 13 2016

Spurious Purple
Studio studies

Poet Mick’s micromultiverse 3World in 4Time begins in real space and time.

For MJ’s slow fiction -- three shots clicked on viEw 55 device. Shots of studio
and outside low-rise accommodation unit. In distance Zone 4 Addingcombe.
Fictional space within fictional place first depicted back cover Mike Weller’s
Space Opera No.3 “The Battle for Heaven Part 1” September 1997.
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Spurious Purple

serial shot no. 007
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Spurious Purple
The old Smiler abandoned @twilight

on viEw 55

serial shot no. 008
HomeBaked Michael John Weller April 19 2016

Spurious Purple
Highways and byways of multiple prefaces
Over a quarter century ago Mike Weller (as “Mickie”) finished writing and
drawing political cartoon-strip “Blunderworld” for 7 Days.
In 1989 Mike was invited to fill visual space measuring 7.5cm x 10cm, once-aweek, for Communist Party of Great Britain’s eurocommunist paper 7 Days.
Mick Weller drew his first regular cartoon characters the “Dialectical Devils”.
Space and time constraints were challenging and rewarding. Writing and
drawing “Blunderworld” remained pleasing in a positively anarchistic, aesthetic
and episodic sense.
By 1991 glasnost, perestroika and anti-Stalinist bourgeois revolutions in the
Soviet (Dis)union’s Eastern European satellite states spelled the end for
Moscow’s spies & spycatchers, Margaret Thatcher’s premiership, the British
road to socialism, Eurocommunism, 7 Days and Mickie’s own “Blunderworld”.
In 1996 Michael J. Weller’s next serial-making quarterly “Space Opera” began
its print run at Bob Cobbing’s New River Project. Militant poetics replaced
militant politics for Mike Weller’s Space Opera – a comic book pamphlet series
featuring the Devil’s very own league of supervillains battling Cosmic Crusaders
superheroes in a 20 th century universe before the millennium. Created in pulp
fiction by writer & illustrator characters Ed Mogul & Graham “Gatch” Cratchett
for MJ Weller’s own cartoonist character Mike Weller to write and draw.
Swiftly followed at the beginning of 21c by Well…er’s… escapist “Fanzine
Fiction” and Michael John’s Home*Baked “Slow Science Fictions” becoming
MJ’s 2001-2010 Slow Fiction bookwork installation & 2moro’s e-shot today.
*apostrophe between “home” and “baked” a James Blond comma drawn from emoticon ;)
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HomeBaked by Michael John Weller April 23 2016

Spurious Purple
Superheroes of Kreiden >perhaps there’s poetry_

Opening fold-out detail from wellerverse print zine “The Superheroes of
Croydon” No. 3 (April 2013).

Scanned cover & pages 18 MARCH 2016/ FREE EVERY FRIDAY NME special THIS
IS THE FUTURE_issue HACKED by _GENERATION NOMAD’s adidas brand
SHOUTING in caps from lower case sponsorship abode. Also featured in these
glossy pages, Superheroes of Croydon’s A2_ and Nadia Rose_ NMD
promotional cover obscures NME logo in similar fashion to Jonathan
Barnbrook’s crossed-out “HEROES” Bowie’s The Next Day (2013).

And in slow fiction Sam ‘Captain’ Stelling’s first ‘The Superheroes of Kreiden’
cartoon strip appearing in distributed weekly FREE newspaper Croydon
Reporter, February 17 2010.
Scanned from anonymous dossier (Site Under Construction): bookartobject
made up of single sheets -- some double-sided; unsigned 2012_ undated,
uncategorised, unbound_
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Spurious Purple
“Mo Stepniak” aka John Dagger aka Ken Tapley
aka “Glitter Glamm” lived here 1883 – 1971
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Spurious Purple
Performance writer as written

The sounds in the dream were the same sounds they were
hearing from the pub stage.

In the dream an empty tram pulled up outside the Drum and
Billet. Like their collective dream, outside the Addingcombe
pub the four heard the shuttling sound of carriages
approaching.
from “Mike Weller’s Cosmic Crusaders” -- Slow Science Fictions no.1

Mike Weller’s Space Opera was followed by prose series Slow Science Fictions
(2001-2009).
MJ’s sound poet character “Cliff of Albion” fictionalized as Mike Weller.
Scanned extract illustrates Font Writer’s Courier from its limited range of fonts
– derived originally from IBM’s imitation typewriter face.
Typing 2006 on Sharp’s black and white print cassettes brought letter
impressions to paper -- until black turned incrementally to sixty shades of grey.
PC desktop print cassettes tend to go blank as they dry out, leaving unmarked
paper noise comparable to sound of S Club 7 in digital CD malfunction.
But Font Writer’s b&w print cassettes sweetly fade out like vinyl tones on
45rpm beat ballads -- turning grey as run-out groove illegibility produces
asemic writing equivalent-- slow fictions as narrative tale -- and vispo concrete.
Twenty-three chapbooks concluding Slow Fiction “fics from the sticks”
processed on 20c floppy disks. Originals and back-ups never protected,
becoming today’s erased objects, displaying illustrated hand-scribbled labels in
pencil & biro. Performance written on Sharp Personal Word Processor Model
FW-710/FW-610 -- between 19c typewriter & 21c operating systems.
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Spurious Purple
From Penge Alley to Addingcombe
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Spurious Purple
Between location for film and film itself
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HomeBaked Michael John Weller May 3 2016

Spurious Purple
“Put that f***ing camera away, you c***!”
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HomeBaked Michael John Weller May 4 2016

Spurious Purple
@wellerversal, Tuesday May 10th 2016
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Spurious Purple
Secondary words worlds &decorations
Writer-in-residence MJ drew an early sketch-map of Addingcombe for Slow
Fiction: twenty-three tales 2001-2010.
3World’s “dimensional alley” to Penge passes through a 4Time coordinate to
Addingcombe’s social housing estate, Sinkmoor.
Sinkmoor’s low and high-rise properties are situated in a Wellerverse
“secondary world” made of words & decorations.
Addingcombe was created by fictional characters Ed Mogul and Gatch for their
illustrated 1930s Cosmic Crusaders superhero pulp fictions. In the 1980s and
90s MJ’s comic artist character Mike Weller revisited Gatch and Mogul for his
Space Opera -- written and drawn between location for film and film itself.
Addingcombe -- imagined location for film.

In this detail, on Grunge Hill Rise, a secondary school stands. Grunge Hill School
backs onto recreation ground.

On the outskirts of Addingcombe, Clearwater megamall (not shown in map
detail) is adjoined by a civic centre next to the Homeland Development
building and Zone Four police office. The urban village of Addingcombe:
separated only from a common reality of Surrey postcodes, Kent’s Grave’s End,
Thanet’s seaside “Water Buffalo” (the Harp) and Little Sussex-on-Sci-Fi; by
Clearwater Cemetery and neighbouring asylum park “The Metrobolist” –
EarthCo’s Recently Deceased’s Dignification Centre (RDDC) at Nut’s Wood.

In this detail Addingcombe’s export processing Zone is mapped. On former
Woddles farmland, light industrial business units are sketched for an imagined
film set. Woddles’ disused farm machinery outhouse has been converted into a
mosque for slow fictions.
In a movie of the future EarthCo Micropax Unit 1 administrates, in Planetary
Society, Region Divisional plans for the making of transhuman Kobald. Mass
production of Kobalds are required in Divisions and Sectors so older Kobald
prototypes are able to assemble newer model Kobalds – operators of EarthCo’s
sector-zone Planetary super-hospitals.

Nearest city to Addingcombe is Croydon – grime poetry fiction capital Kreiden
for f**k’s sake. Nearest green space is Ashdown Forest – “the Forest”. And
Nut’s Wood is the place transgendered Heffalumps and Bestallian
interspeciates enjoy picnic time for teddy bears.
In Oldtype AA Milne and EH Shepard made a “secondary world” between
location for film and film itself.

(image sourced from friends of Ashdown Park promotional literature ©Mapping Ideas Ltd.)
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Spurious Purple
*some text missing* (1)

There is more chance of bumping into a film crew in south London than ever
before. Old black and white ‘B’ thrillers rarely ventured locations too far from
their studio production base. In today’s common reality, camera crew mobility
allows small units of half dozen people to make films that may never see light
as cinema screen projection. Films that become a fixture in the poetic realm
between physical location and desktop edit.
John Robbins, Dublin’s Tallaght-based Downright Bockedy Book
scribbler/publisher and poetry cartoonist -- introduced Mike Weller to a film
that actually depicts this seemingly hidden yet overtly located poetic realm.
Made in 1962, Don’t Talk To Strange Men’s cinematic poetry works as mp4.*
A bus stop and nearby phone box are central to both place and film narrative
in which youthful actress Christina Gregg plays a character named Jean.
Jean pretends she is grown-up “Samantha” to match the mature masculine
voice she hears calling through to an isolated rural telephone box. Picking the
public phone up as it suddenly and unexpectedly rings, Jean engages positively
with a strange man’s seductive opening tones on the end of the receiver. Jean
becomes aural masque “Samantha”. By playing the role of “Samantha” Jean is
able to respond enthusiastically to the sound of her “Pitch Charming”.
Within seconds “Samantha” has fallen deeply in love with her “Voice”.

Gregg, a relatively obscure English actress changed her career to beautician
and photographic knitwear model not long after. Gregg was never again to
play an enigmatic role like that of adolescent Jean sounding experienced
“Samantha”.
And in playing teenage Jean she reveals the actual filming location to the
strange man grooming her -- revealing a dangerous overflow between location
for film and filmic reality.
-- So now you are on your own again -- all alone at the end of the lane. Which
lane, Samantha?
-- Harper’s Lane, the one that runs into Hawkswood Lane.

Hawkswood Lane signage is prominent throughout bus stop and phone box
scenes. Locational information for the film is readily available at iMDb,
disclosing Hawkswood Lane’s whereabouts as Gerrards Cross,
Buckinghamshire, making a Google Earth screenshot possible.

A wellerverse link takes the reader to a country road near fictional
Addingcombe with a Hawkswood Lane-style bus stop documented on
camcorder by MJ in 2009, forty-seven years after the initial release of Don’t
Talk To Strange Men.
This poetic realm between location for film and film itself is not necessarily
temporally or geographically specific.
*As a nod of thanks to the late “Sean Mac Roibin” for access to Don’t Talk To Strange Men.mp4 -- John Robbins Limited Original Comic Art
Bedroom Gallery” is now fictionally installed in the Arts Centre at “Addingcombe Road (Upper)”.
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Spurious Purple
Anonymous commercial artist

“Sid Muddleton’s” (1925-2016) uncredited spot cartoon detail for “TV Choice” magazine, 1959
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Spurious Purple
-- Bye, Sid.

Mike Weller sat gulping down a pint of Springers in the Drum and Billet on the
corner of Addingcombe Road (lower) and Addingcombe Road (upper).
His old Space Opera character Sid Muddleton had just been crossed out by the
Occluders of RDDRC (Recently Deceased’s Dignification Removal Centre)
known as the “Metrobolist” in Nut’s Wood. The character’s name hadn’t been
entirely erased. Under the line crossing out Sid Muddleton, --- Sid’s name
remained visible so the character could be archived as part of the Wellerverse.

At the same table sipping a gin and tonic, poking a slice of lime with a cocktail
stick, sat St Edward’s church minister and keyboardist at Clearwater
Crematorium chapel, Reverend Ian Beaumont.
-- I don’t know how you keep tabs on all your alterity avatars and
Addingcombe characters, Mike. I prefer a good straightforward novel I can get
my teeth into without having to reference a guide book to make sense of
locations and characters. Who’s that latest character you’ve got living in
Addingcombe? Teacher chap who writes zine tales in his leisure time --- thinks
he’s Surrey’s answer to Grant Morrison with a psalm-top fringe. Harris. How’s
he doing?
-- Yeah, made up Kevin Harris. Harris wrote the E.D.G.E. series for my
cartoonist character Miró d’ Biro to illustrate ---- given Harris a day job teaching grime cartoon fiction at Grunge Hill
secondary. Better than teaching Creative Writing part-time at Ravens Claw
f****g Academy in a parallel realist s**t fiction. And Kev loves the role.
-- Harris’s characters write and draw their own characters into tales within
tales, within tales, within tales, within --- Kev’s got his Superheroes of Croydon
zine tales online. See Rev, self-publishes them all on viEws.
Weller passed his viEw 55 psalm-top to Beaumont.
-- Anyone can self-publish a book online. These superheroes – they were
your characters once, weren’t they?
-- Yes and no. As Cap Stelling I drew Superheroes of Kreiden for the Croydon
Reporter. MJ the writer-in-residence has processed this header in big italics.
See --- visual poetry.

Croydon Reporter
-- Mike, I thought writing was your thing. I thought you were a poet.
Where’s the beautiful Wellerverse made of beautiful words. What is it about
thoroughly unpleasant characters drawn in ugly oversized type?

What about the poetic persona you made for yourself -- that character who
performed sound poetry a decade or so ago at the Drum and Billet?
-- Cliff of Albion.
-- Yes.
-- Being investigated at Clearwater police offices for crimes against
twentieth century family entertainment.
--Inspector Pannifer is heading EarthCo’s Historical Compliance Unit inquiry.
-- Jim Pannifer’s a fair cop, Rev.
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Spurious Purple
*some text missing* (2)

Two pages scanned from “Too Much To Dream” first printed by Bob Cobbing’s New River Project, 1992
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Spurious Purple
Black, white & colo(u)r typoses

(“Abe” images sourced from Graphic Reproduction ©RV Cannon, FG Wallis, 1963)
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Spurious Purple
Page 23

Filmmakers’ commentaries accompanying their movies often seem dull when
released on DVD. The temporal distance from cinema release to digital format,
often only a year or two, is not long enough to develop a sense of objective
detachment.
Several years ago the present writer stepped back to produce an essay on the
making of his 12-year old Space Opera story and what were then recently
completed Slow Fiction chapbooks.
Mike Weller’s late 1990’s Space Opera pamphlet series looked forward to
digital formats. Built from pencil sketches first drawn in the 80s and kept in
‘folders-full-of-Mick’, illustrations made at that time still required finished
black & white artwork for effective self-published graphic reproduction. Colour
was not an economic option. Back then Space Opera’s original draft was
already 10 years old. Twentieth year of first publication approaches.
MJ’s character had been authored with name “Mike Weller” in 1966
masquerading as underground cartoonist “Cap Stelling” six years later.
In an introductory Space Opera cartoon strip -- comic artist character Mike
Weller decides he’s done enough drawing without new audiences to view
them and reawakens an obscure team of English superheroes he’s conjured
up.
Superhero comics in the 60s, 70s and 80s were already the most despised
genre in underground, punk and “alternative” comic book sub-cultures.

Series of continuity panels and single Paradise page below extracted and scanned from Mike Weller’s Space
Opera no. 1 “Ultimate Legend” (March 1997).

Behind Space Opera rested an old-fashioned grand narrative in notes and
pictures. A canvas made up of hundreds of penned sketches -- ready sometime
for a modern comic book pamphlet serial inspired by Dante’s Commedia.
Wyndham Lewis’s ‘The Human Age’ modernist trilogy The Childermass,
Monstrai Gai, Malign Fiesta became the tangible driver of such a possibility.
Copies of Calder and Boyer’s three imprinted Jupiter paperbacks sat
remaindered on the tables of discount bookshops – the equivalent of today’s
Poundland bookshelf.
CS Lewis may have found his Perelandra in the golden sky but the other literary
Lewis didn’t live long enough to complete his authored Paradise.
Henry Cary’s 19 th century translation of The Divine Comedy, edited by Ralph
Pite, was republished by Everyman in 1994 with a chronology of both Dante
Alighieri’s and Cary’s life and times. The latter dotted with the names of
Wordsworth, Scott, Coleridge, Hazlitt, Byron, Austen and Shelley’s -- Percy
Bysshe and Mary.
To quote from notes to Cary’s (Complete Text) edition, “The poem is funny,
indignant, and philosophical; a mock-epic, a religious vision and a scene of
human love”.

Yep, just about right. Give Space Opera poetry cartoon a go then.

Leaving Purgatory as the common reality of MJ’s later ‘slow fictions’ written in
the noughties (after “Mike Weller” discovers his author Michael John Weller is
really himself at the end of Space Opera. No real spoiler to have guessed that!),
Paradise must be first and ultimate port of call: depicted in a cartoon-strip
featuring character Eddie Mogul’s sub-character Commander McQuigly and his
1930s Cosmic Squad Crusaders.

The same Paradise can be read upside down too.
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Spurious Purple
Anonymous conceptual artist

“Mick Weller’s” uncredited poetry cartoon for MJ’s Architectural Association show, 1972
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Spurious Purple
Tumblring tumblrweeds

SPURIOUS PURPLE’s electronic journey first began on Tumblr

But one press on Mass Post Editor in late November 2015 and three years of
Slow Fiction as an eBookwork object vanished into the slashed “O”

A couple of rushed posts attempting to explain to a handful of followers its
careless author had deleted a chunk of his own tumblrweeds did at least knock
remaining posts up to twenty-five earning itself a #tumblr milestone
That’s gøød -- like gaining social media kudos
Isn’t it?
Ø
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Spurious Purple
Ditte Scarlan’s squink
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Spurious Purple
Mosquito Boys pencilled
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Spurious Purple
“A message that you sent could not be delivered –”

2-Too Queue One-Three as cine poetry cartoon character cut on location in
MIME format
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Spurious Purple
“Eduard Mogilowski’s Addingcombe”
One morning in February of 1986 a fictional character named Mike Weller
received eleven three-foot long cardboard boxes and a letter from lawyers
Flowfast and Cliptape administrating an Edward Mogil Trust.
When Mike wrote about the legacy of his Space Opera in the late 90s he typed
it in, in Dutch serif, on a Font Writer.
It looked like this

and this

Enabling Mike to make fictional in his own way Edward Mogil’s fiction.

In Space Opera poet and novelist character MJ wrote his own character Mike
as a Penge cartoonist, using an electronic typewriter found in a rented 90s
Maple Road studio, kindly loaned him by its owner to make Space Opera
fanzines.

“Addingcombe” first appears on hand-numbered page 19 of Space Opera no. 3, “The Battle for Heaven Part 1
(September 1997) with electronic typewriter phonemes A,d,d,I,n,g,c,o,m,b,e, enlarged here.

Electronic typewriter described & illustrated in this shot and Font Writer
described & illustrated in this shot are two different desktop devices.
An angel, a Spenserian cartoon-strip faerie queen, makes her first appearance
in Mike Weller’s drawings depicting Eduard Mogilowski’s urban village.

Four-panel continuity strip extracted from Space Opera no.1,“Ultimate Legend” (March 1997).

Between location for film and film itself poetry cartoonist Mike Weller found
“Addingcombe”.
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Spurious Purple
Earth Corporation penis, Region Nine

Back cover cartoon, zinetales (April 2014).
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Spurious Purple
Grime Cartoon Fiction

3World in 4Time character Kevin Harris teaches Grime Cartoon Fiction at
Grunge Hill Senior High School.
In 2012, music student Emily Charlotte Brambling, along with Ditte Scarlan and
Glenford Three, was at Croydon’s Fame Academy in fagcore indie pop queer
synth punk alternative comedy rock band The Scarlans, named after poetfounder Ditte.
Croydon’s Fame Academy became a brit too far for The Scarlans so they left its
social reality to enroll in political reality of Ravens Claw Academy.
At that time Harris taught Creative Writing at Ravens Claw.
Kev encouraged The Scarlans to Weeblyapp and Etsysell their “Superheroes of
Croydon” fanzine, printed at twilight as dream comic with Mr Harris’s keys to
the school and his photocopier password.
Ravens Claw headmaster Mr Sprickle, son of Mr Sprickle, grandson of Mr
Sprickle, great-grandson of Mr Sprickle, then fired Kevin Harris from the
Academy ‘Sprinkler’ Sprickle led.
In an unpublished zine tale; Emily, Ditte, Glenford and soulless, shapeless,
formless ßlankø are photocopied as comic-book team E.D.G.E. -- leaving
politically real Ravens Claw for Weller’s hyperreal Addingcombe and Grunge
Hill’s otherworld catchment.
--- Make up a cartoon universe based at Grunge Hill, Kevin says.
--- Warcraft meets Bash Street, says Glenford Three, son of Junior Gates,
grandson of Glenford Gates, great-grandson of Lewisham’s “Gran” Gates.

--- Subjunctively moody poetry, says Ditte Scarlan of a thousand cartoon
placard masques.
--- Scored for playing, says Emily Charlotte Brambling, 17th century cellist.
--- blank sheets marks smudges stains Meesterharris txts blankœ.
--- Warcraft, Bash Street, poetry, scored, shaped, unformed BlankӨ, Harris
texts back.

E.D.G.E. cartoon & sketches of characters extracted from zinetales (April 2014)

In a Zine Tale-within-slowFiction -- Ravens Claw Academy challenge Grunge
Hill’s grimey E.D.G.E. to transReal Dice Boxing Games in Clearwater stadium.
Games commander is Lord Tapley, ghost of Ravens Claw and alumnus of the
original tech when that tripartite 1940s institution was old-school Dedbrickton
Technical for Boys fantasy fiction.
Dedbrickton’s Ken Tapley changed his name to John Dagger downstairs. On
entering “the Metrobolist”, meeting the nine Guardians of Life and Civilisation
upstairs; Dagger is made Guardian of Style by God-the-angel-who-writeseverything- down (Gawwed).
In upside-down Paradise John Dagger becomes John Beyond – tenth Guardian.

Addingcombe Hill detail from original slow fiction sketch map (2009)
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Spurious Purple
@wellerversal, Wednesday June 15th 2016

dialectical devils who grew up taking the Mick
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Spurious Purple
@wellerversal, Wednesday June 22nd 2016
1996 (Social Reality Earthtime).
One decade earlier MJ’s fictional Mike Weller is left Eduard Mogilowski’s
complete works.
MJ Weller’s own cartoonist character “Mike Weller” had to make Ed Mogil,
superhero author of original Cosmic Crusader superheroes, look convincing.
Mike drew Edward Mogil into being.
To do this, he had first to invent an artist whose illustrative work MJ wrote as
fictional Mike Weller’s Edward Mogil legacy. MJ’s character needed to draw, in
Mike’s inimitable style, the made-up Eduard Mogilowski illustrator Gatch -- and
then Mogil and Gatch’s 1930s sub-characters making up Cosmic Tales’ cast list
of heroes and villains. The only way Mike could do this convincingly was
through illustrating its illustrator.
MJ authored his character Mike as an imaginary Charles Dickens’ “Sam” or “Mr
Weller” sub-character, quickly thinking up Dickensian imitation “Graham
Cratchett” as characterization of gentile (gay Catholic) illustrator written to
shadow Mike in the guise of draughtsman spirit-guide.
Mike Weller drew “Graham Cratchett” drawing himself in 1928 (Social Reality
Earthtime). A dead illustrator named Graham Cratchett signing drawings as
“Gatch”.

With captions bashed out on borrowed Maple Road Penge studio’s electronic
typewriter: Ed Mogul, dead creator of English superheroes Cosmic Crusaders,
comes alive.
But to complicate Mike’s Space Opera fanzine “Ed Mogul” wasn’t English and
“Eddie Mogul” wasn’t MJ’s fictional character’s real name. Delighting in this,
MJ threw his character Weller at the keyboard of a processor. Mike, who
couldn’t type, found himself using words without pictures after acquiring
electronic typewriter and Font Writer. MJ made his devices possess Mike to
enliven a pedestrian soap opera.
In his book MJ had Mike typing a header in Dutch caps with two fat fingers --

>Before UK Alien Act 1905>

>Eduard Mogilowski made fictional in Dutch Font by Mike Weller>

>Patrick O’ Shaughnessy made fictional by Mike’s cartoon scripting>
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Drawings/text extracted and scanned here from opening pages of Mike
Weller’s Space Opera no. 1 “Ultimate Legend” March 1997.
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